Abstract. We show that analytic capacity and the Buffon needle probability are not comparable.
1. Introduction. For a compact set E in the complex plane C, we denote by HCC(EC) the Banach space of bounded analytic functions outside £ with supremum norm || • \\H«=(E,y The analytic capacity of E is defined by y(£) = sup{|«'(oo)|; u e HK(EC), ||m||/t»(e<) < l),
where u'(oo) = lim,^^ z(u(z) -u(oo)) [3, p. 6] . We are concerned with estimating y(E). Let Diz,r) denote the open disk of center z and of radius r. For e > 0, we put |£|(f) = 2infY7f=lrk, where the infimum is taken over all coverings {D(zk, rk)}^_xof E with radii less than e. The generalized length of E is defined by |£| = limf^0|£|(E); the limit exists since |£|(e) is decreasing with respect to e. It is well known that (1) y(£)< Const|£| [3, p. 48] .
Let s43* (-77/2 < 6 < 77/2\ denote the straight line defined by the equation xsinO -y cos 6 = 0 and let ü(r, 6) (r > 0, -it < 6 < 77) denote the straight line defined by the equation x cos 6 + y sinf? = r. The Buffon length of E is defined by Bu(£) = ff drdO.
{(r,9): a(r,$)r\E* 0}
We easily see that Bu(£) = f^)2[Ee\d$, where Ee is the projection of E to ^e. If E is contained in D(0,1), Bu(E)/2ir is called the Buffon needle probability; this gives probability (measured by dr\(OX)dO/2ir) of straight lines Q(r,0) intersecting with E.
Suppose that the boundary dE of E consists of a finite number of rectifiable Jordan curves. We put Cr(£)= ff nir,6)drd0, r>0.\e\.%lT where n(r,9) is the cardinal number of Q(r, 6)ndE.
Then we have evidently Bu(£)< Cr(£). Crofton's formula [8, p. 13] shows that Cr(£) = 2|8£|. Since y(E) = y(3£), (1) implies that y(£) < ConstCr(£). Thus both y(£) and Bu(£) are dominated by Const Cr(£). From this point of view, Ivanov [4] and Marshall [6] asked whether y(-) and Bu(-) are comparable or not. As an answer to this question, we show in this note
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The set £" which will be constructed later has a form like a crank with many pedals (see Figure 1 ). Our theorem shows that the inequality "y(-) < Const Bu(-)" is not valid. To prove our theorem, we remark Proposition.
Let E be a compact set on a rectifiable graph Y = [x + iAix); a < x < ß). Then y(£) > Const\E°\3/2/\Y\l/2.
We do not know whether these exponents 3/2 and 1/2 are sharp or not. To prove our proposition, we shall use an estimate of the norm of the Calderón-Cauchy operator [7] . 
J\x-y\>e
The following fact is already known.
Lemma 1 [7] . ||C[Z>]||2,2 < Const(l + /^J.
In the same manner as Lemma 2 in [1, p. 139], the separation theorem yields Lemma 2. Let T be an operator defined by a kernel T(x, y) satisfying Tix, y) = -T(y, x) (x, j/eR) and sup eB|T(jc, y)\il -+-|jc -y\) < oo. Then, for any compact set F c R, there exists a nonnegative function f0 e 17° such that l|77oL<l, H/olL < l/||r||w, H/oll^lfl/lOllrlU supp(/0)c£, where supp(/0) is the support off0 and \\T\\ w is the weak-71,1) norm of T, that is, \\T\\" = sup{\x^R;\Tfix)\>l\/\\f\\x;f<EL1}. Thus T* = {x + iBix); a < x < ß) satisfies the required two inequalities.
Q.E.D.
We now prove our proposition.Let Y* be the graph given in Lemma 6. We can choose a compact set £ in £° n [a ^ x < ß; Aix) = 5(x)} so that |£| > |£°|/4. This completes the proof of our proposition.
3. Construction of (£"). In this section we construct a sequence (£")™=2 of compact sets in £>(0,2) so that (2) y(Em) > Coast/Jñ, Given « > 2, we shall define two finite increasing sequences ivk)"k = x, ivk)"k = x of positive integers later. To these two sequences, we associate n + 1 sets G0, Gx,..., G" as follows: G0 = a(/0,/0), G^^Í^^-^ICCh)) (1 <*<«).
We put £" = G" (see Figure 1 ).
Here is a lemma necessary for the proof of (2).
Lemma 7. There exists a graph Yn= {x + l4"(x); 0 < x < 1} such that \Yn\ < Constnand |(r" n £")°| > {-.
Proof. For two sets G, G' in U, we put
For a positive integer p and a set G in Í/, we have \riv,G)\ ^ \G\. We now define n + 1 arcwise connected sets A0, A1(..., A" by Au = à(/0,/"), K = d{r{v'k,Ak_l),r{v'i:,Ak_1)) (1 < * < «). We see that A"n 2(r,0) is a singleton except for r > 0 such that S(r,0) passes through one of the endpoints of £". Hence we can define a graph r" satisfying the required two inequalities. Q.E.D. We now show (2) . Let Yn be the graph given in Lemma 7. We put £" = En n Yn. Then our proposition shows that y(£j>y(£j>Const|£:|3/V|r"|1/2 3s Const/|r"| ' ^ Const/V« .
Thus we have (2). 4 . Proof of (3). In this section we define iv'k)"k=x, ivk)"k=x such that (3) holds. Geometric observation immediately yields Lemma 8. For 0 < k < n, Gk is a union of Ylj^oiv' + v'7) segments in U (K = v'r = i). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
n the case where m+ ¿ < £ < w + 1, we discuss //(£) on an interval '{2v"U 1
r-+ m+I,íU -5-+m+ ¿.S Then, in the same manner as above, we obtain the required inequality. Q.E.D.
Lemma 11. |G,(£)| < IG^.^Ol < 1 it e R, 1 < k < n).
Proof. We easily see that |G0(£)| < 1. We have
We now define (v'k)nk"x, (vk)nk = x such that (3) holds. We see that |£* |£"(tan0)|cos0
(-v/2 < 6 < w/2). Hence we have l*"(0 ¿£ /7T/2 i n I Z-00
-E rl + f + f (= E ôm + ô_"_1 + Sn + 1,say)
We first estimate 80. Recall that Gk_x is a union of Hj^oivj + v'/) segments in U. Applying Lemma 10 to G = Gk_x, v' = v'k, v" = vk, m = 0, we have, for any 0<£< 1,
Since this estimate is valid for any 1 ^ k < n, we obtain (4) |£"(£)|=|G"(£)| By (6) and (7), we have n + l »1 = 0 m=0 ~" + L ?
E«»,< E k, + / Consl{í^ + p>g"}{)+¿¿} + I » rn ö / m% m3/ 2(n + l) <Const(i^+p"log«}.
In the same manner, we have E",t=1i^_m < Const {(log«)2/« + P"log«}-Consequently we have (8) Bu(£")= "E ô", ^ Const/%^+p"log« m = -n -\ *■ Now we put v'k = n3 (1 < k < «), ** -«2( n (*; ^Ok a <*<»), where p¿ = "ó' = 1-Then, by (5), we have p" < 2/«. By (8), we have Bu(£") < Const(log«)2/«-This completes the proof of (3). As easily seen, (2) and (3) yield the required equality in our theorem. This completes the proof of our theorem.
